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Abstract: In the present era of globalisation, higher-education institutions are required to focus on innovation to deal with the various challenges. Considering what Islamic higher-education institutions in Indonesia, have achieved in recent times, they face an uphill struggle to compete at the global level. This study aimed at identifying and analysing the dynamics of resilience for globalisation in a state Islamic–University in Indonesia. The results of studies on the management of Islamic tertiary institutions, specifically on organizational resilience, are very difficult to find. This study used the qualitative analysis method of a case-study and comprised in-depth interviews with key people concerned with the management of the university, observation, and secondary data namely academic documents, photos, and information from the university’s official website. The findings showed the university’s continuous efforts to improve not only the academic community’s management skills, knowledge, and expertise but also the implementation of international-curriculum standardization and cooperation with overseas universities. These actions cannot be separated from obstacles faced by university from within and without particularly in terms of funding-related policies. The university’s program-based innovations which are yet to be carried out by other Islamic-universities in Indonesia indicate this institution’s initiative to break the obstacles.
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INTRODUCTION

The world is experiencing globalisation at present. By the same token, higher-education has to adapt to this global condition. Higher-education must be dynamic enough and ready to face challenges including those pertaining to interactions among countries on many aspects. Higher-education also affected by globalisation (Knight, 2006). International character in modern education in universities is shown in the implementation of professional education, increased academic mobility of students and an increase in the number of foreign students (Kashkan & Egorova, 2015). The number of student mobility has continued to grow for over 10 years (Kashkan & Egorova, 2015). Organisation-for-Economic-Cooperation-and-Development predicts that by 2020 it will reach 5.5 million and by 2025 as many as 8 million people (OECD, 2008).

Internationalization in universities is one of the goals of education globalization, shaping changes in institutional transformation, in macro policy, namely policy design and decision making, at the middle management level is the structure of the curriculum, and at the level of the study program is the process of teaching and learning (Byram, 2018; de Wit, 2020; Kashkan & Egorova, 2015; Sá & Serpa, 2020).

Globalising higher-education has become an equally urgent consideration in Asian countries. It has been an integral part of the national development project to build China’s national strength through science and education, called Project-211 and Project-985 (Choi, 2010; Zhou, 2017). The-Brain-Korea-21 (BK21) program launched particularly to nurture globally competitive research-universities (Seong, Popper, Goldman, Evans, & Grammich, 2008).

Similarly, the Japanese government prioritized the internationalisation by targeting 30 public and private universities at both national and local levels (Yonezawa, 2011). Those studies showed the empirical data regarding the attention of governments in other countries regarding the importance of achieving targets towards WCU.

What are the conditions in Indonesia?.

Indonesia is a country with the largest number of Muslims in the world with as many as 58 state Islamic-universities, namely 58 State-Islamic-universities and 829 Private-Islamic-universities (Kementrian Agama Republik Indonesia, n.d.).

Regarding the availability of WCU there is a considerable difference when comparing Indonesia (as a developing country) with universities in developed countries (Murdowo, 2018). The declaration of WCU and its achievements are very according to the economic and political power, size and geographic location, dominant culture, the quality and typical features of their tertiary education system, the mother-language used in country, as well as internationalisation-policies (OECD, 2008).

This study pertains to the category of Islamic-universities in Indonesia. A study by Abdullah (2017) revealed that the higher-education system in Indonesia tried to elaborate on how the Islamic-education system modified teaching methods and research to better suit the development and achievement of science, especially in humanities and social-sciences that fit the context of the present-era. Several Islamic universities in Indonesia carried out scientific-integration between science and religion, in order to follow the Indonesian-National-Qualifications-Framework-Curriculum which is often called the KKNI-curriculum. Furthermore, transformation from IAIN to UIN was a step forward for the Indonesian Islamic educational-institutions to be more open internationally and globally community (Abdullah, 2017; Nasrudin, Helys, Rochman, Irwansyah, Munir, & Mahmud, 2019).

Currently, at the international and national levels, some rating institutions present university rankings that recognise university’s quality with reference to the global-standards. For example, in Webometrics (2020), Islamic-Higher-education Institutes (Perguruan-Tinggi-Keagamaan-Islam [PTKI]) have not yet reached the “Best 15” category on the national-scale as these universities are not under the Ministry of Education and Culture (MoE). Indonesia’s
higher-education system is divided into two parts, i.e., those under the MoE and those under the Ministry of Religious Affairs (MORA) (Abdullah, 2017).

On the world-ranking scale, as per Webometrics (2020), the State-Islamic-universities in Indonesia (Universitas Islam Negeri [UIN])s, were ranked after 3,000 mainly starting at 3,354. Also, UIN is still not found in the list of the World’s Top 1,000 Universities (QS World University Rankings, 2020; Shanghai Ranking, 2020). Thus, it can be assumed that Indonesian PTKIs are still not in a position to compete with International-Higher-educational-institutions (IHEIs). Therefore, PTKIs need to put in more effort to compete with other IHEIs around the world. Further, Indonesian universities under MORA are also willing and aspire to become WCUs. A study by Yang & Welch (2012) indicated that a university’s framework for global-standardisation includes the commitment of the government concerned in advancing the country through education. The crisis experienced during the process made the organisation needs resilience to face all problems. To be able to develop positively from situations of stress, sudden-shock, challenges, and full of risks, the organisations need resilience capabilities to continue the struggles that have been done before and which will continue to be developed time by time for the continuity of organisation’s existence (Ruiz-Martin, López-Paredes, & Wainer, 2018).

Resilience can be analysed in the whole-organisation, organisational-units, and the individuals concerned. It is a potency that is more than just the ability to survive and develop to achieve goals. Hence, this concept offers a potential framework to overcome damages, obstacles, gaps, and improve organisational development. In indicates the ease with which an organisation moves from stable to unstable state. As such, it includes the ability to facing current difficulties, survive recent, adaptation with the changes with all its difficulties, and then challenges of the past and future (Kendra & Wachtendorf, 2003; de Carvalho, Ribeiro, Cirani, & Cintra, 2016; Quendler, 2017). Challenges to be faced regarding problems of funding, participation from all human-resources in organisation, and cultural-change like the economic system and condition, globalisation, demand for particular standard for education, and invention, become important considerations for an organisation that is aware of risks, crisis management, planning continuity, organisational-leadership, and contingency-based management (Kusumaputri, Himam, Afiatin, & Meiyanto, 2014).

Organisational-resilience has to be seen as a response by the whole system to change, an organisation’s individuals and groups and the system as a whole. Organisational-members should productively respond to change and avoid regressive behaviour (Horne & Orr, 1998). Optimism in facing change has a particular place in the case of PTKIs as it adds to their ability to compete in the international-educational field, which itself is open to change. Universities have to make strategies, plans, targets, and programs as international-standard to be competitive amid globalisation. Generous funding will be needed for the universities if they are to be established as WCUs (Salmi, 2009).

In response to the global-challenges, Islamic-higher-education in Indonesia has to demonstrate evolution and development (Abdullah, 2017). To achieve this, Indonesia’s higher-education management needs the movement of people, ideas, and information, which is also a characteristic of globalisation. These requirements must be addressed by the management of Islamic-universities under the auspices of MORA. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to explore the organisational-resilience of Islamic-university in terms of challenges faced at implementing the WCU-standard and its outcomes. In view of these process and efforts, therefore this study aims to turn attention for seeking, exploring, understanding, and analysing these following matters: (1) The positive outcomes and efforts made by the Islamic-University at responding globalisation and implementing WCU-project; (2) The stress-challenges faced and the strategies used by The Islamic State of University as the Islamic-University towards globalisation?; and (3) The corporation between Islamic-University as the organisation and their academicians as human resources and organisation as a whole to handle disruptive events and survive in pursuing WCU.
METHODS

This study used a qualitative research approach mainly the case study method to gain an understanding of the efforts of the studied Islamic University, pseudo-named MMI-University in the vis-a-vis globalisation, particularly organisational-resilience. The data collection methods focused on in-depth interviews and gathering secondary-data through observations, photos, document analysis includes university’s recap data, the university’s website, and academic-documents. Interviews as the primary-data and observation and documentation for secondary-data. Purposive sampling technique was used in order to obtain the informants. This conducted using directed-general-interview techniques and the questions were adjusted to the respondent’s circumstances face-to-face in the context of the actual-interview.

In this study, academic-documentations were needed to understand the relationship between academic-data and interviews. Also results of interviews can be understood in its context. The documentations used include: “Institutional strengthening towards the main-goal: welcoming WCU by MMI-University”, “Ulul-Albab Curriculum: KKNI-based curriculum-standard based on PERMENRISTEK 2016 no.44/2015, “Pilot Project [international class program for Tarbiyah-Faculty (incubation stage)]” and Rector’s Speech [MMI-University] IDB Group 41st annual meeting 2016, which these documents are closely related to the WCU-implementation.

Purposive sampling is the technique used for selecting key-informants who are considered to know well the information and problem in depth and trustworthy as data-source. The informants concerned have personal experience in accordance with the problems studied, namely organisational-resilience towards WCU and have extensive knowledge of the problem. The researchers conducted open-ended interviews with chancellor’s secretary, international-class-program (ICP) lecturers, chairman and secretary of the university’s-quality-assurance-agency (institution that carries out the process of supervision, controlling, monitoring for the achievement towards WCU), head of university library (chief-librarian), and academicians who actively participate in Rumah-Jurnal/Journal-Home.

Observations and interviews were conducted for four months. All results of the interviews were recorded in audio and video formats, then it was transcribed to be used for data analysis. The data is equipped with a formal policy review from the Ministry of Religion and Ministry of Education, Culture, Research and Technology. Data analysis including: data review; organising data by coding, categorising the data, and data triangulation process; and case analysis. In the data analysis, the coding results were arranged according to the categorisation of the data. Nvivo 11 for Windows was used as the data processing tool. Information obtained from several informants about related data on several domains, namely response to globalization and implementation of WCU, the challenges faced and strategies used, the dynamic of efforts to response to the change, and challenges.

Interviews and document searches are conducted in multiple sessions to ensure data availability. Agreements precede interviews with research participants. The validity of the data uses two ways, and the first is a synchronization of interview data with university documents and two ministries. It aims to compare informant understanding and implementation. Second, validity is determined by different information categorization and data-testing using Nvivo 11 for Windows.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Findings

The results of this study answering the research’s aims mentioned, this will be explained from the data results (sourced from interviews, video-recordings, photo-documentation, and WCU related academic-documents). The information here includes the MMI-University’s actions in responding globalisation namely: the organisational changes, processes to pursue their targets, the challenges faced, and their capability that indicates an organisational-resilience vis-a-vis globalisation or WCU-standard. This section explained the university’s growth which reflects the impacts of globalisation and also their resilience in terms of the implications of continuous efforts to improve quality, relevance, and competitiveness.
Response to Globalisation and Implement WCU Project (The Positive Outcomes)

After the declaration of University’s development-roadmap which was divided into several phases, the outcome (Impact) of the development and upgradation of the STAIN-Malang’s project showed several improvements in various aspects of the university namely from STAIN into UIN. The data from our study presented here pertains to the time after the launching of the WCU project by MORA towards MMI-University in 2013. The academic-data about the demand or registrants in MMI-University indicates an increase in both the number of registrants and the accepted-applicants, increased by 50% over three academic-years and resulted in increasing accepted students year by year. The students to have passed on the academic-year increased to 93.99% in four academic-years. The university’s reputation grew as the average of their whole students’ cumulative Grade-Point-Average (GPA) increased 3.32 to 3.37 over three academic-years.

An increase in the student enrolments also had an impact in terms of the growth of the university’s infrastructure. The University also has attracted more international students. Over three academic-years, there were 232 students from 30 countries. Furthermore, in 2020, the university has awarded as the Indonesian Islamic-Higher-education with the most largest number foreign-students (international-class program), this award was given in the year of 2020 from ADIKTIS (Apresiasi-Pendidikan-Tinggi-Keagamaan-Islam/The Appreciation of Islamic Religious Education), by Directorate of Islamic Religious Education, MORA of Republic of Indonesia.

The data regarding faculty’s researchers indicated a 12.90% increase and the number of journal-authors also increased 12.90% in one academic-year. The number of research studies and book-publications from Institute of Research and Community Service or Lembaga-Penelitian-dan-Pengabdian-Masyarakat (LP2M) increased, namely 54.92% and the published books increased 24.46% over three academic-years. Besides, MMI-University’s Juridictie-journal has been accredited with Science-and-Technology-Index (Sinta) 2 by Kementerian-Riset-dan-Teknologi/ Badan-Riset-dan-Inovasi-Nasional (Ministry of Research and Technology/National Agency for Research and Innovation). Furthermore, the updated data collecting from Lembaga Penjamin Mutu (LPM)/Quality Assurance Agency of MMI-University, the study-programs at MMI-University increased as there was improvement in the accreditation status, for those accredited A, B, and C. The “A” is the most of all, “B” in moderate, and “C” score is only at one program study, and as for the institution, the university has been officially accredited A by Badan-Akreditasi-Nasional-Perguruan Tinggi (BAN-PT)/National-Accreditation-Board-for-Higher-Education in the year of 2019. The study of international-standard has become one of the agendas in long-term planning and has been carried out by the WCU of MMI-University’s team which was summarized in the development roadmap of MMI-University’s continuation from 2020 which will be scheduled in its long-term program, namely 2021–2030. Furthermore, the particular courses with international-standard were held for their human resources to improve and empower their capability, including: class program of foreign language competence, lecturers’ scientific works and activeness in conference, reinforcement for journal authors (training/workshop) with national & international human-resources. Having memorandum of understanding (MoU) with overseas-institutions (Universities in Egypt, Australia, and USA).

The Challenges Faced and Strategies Used In Order to Reach WCU

The challenges faced and efforts handled include the presenting data about the stressful events and problems arose along the WCU implementation. The challenges and its responses from every problem will be explained. Those become challenges faced and the strategies used by MMI-University as the Islamic-university vis-a-vis globalisation. The schema of challenges faced and the strategies used is drawn in Figure 1.
The challenges faced are explained in the following: 1) Problems in funding accommodation. Funding cuts resulting in constrained research publication & overseas cooperation (This has an impact on constrained research and publication; the cooperation with institutions from abroad began not running smoothly because of cuts-funding), the low commitment in budgeting from the government, and taking over of funding. From the results of interviews with the Secretary of the Chancellor and Lecturer of ICP it is recognized that the commitment from MORA is still low (MORA has given a mandate to MMI-University to achieve international-standards in 2013), but commitment in the field of budgeting is low (acquisition of funds in 2016). The results of interviews showed that there was a cut in funds which resulted in hampered research and publications. This has also resulted in less smooth cooperation with overseas institutions. Regarding the support of human resources, budgets, and others, it has not been felt as a form of support from MORA for the policy of making MMI-University as a WCU Islamic-university. The results of interviews with the WCU-team showed that there is a policy from the government to take over the funding in the midst of university was trying to optimize research products.

2) International publications matter,
include: Less availability access (the limited-access of international Islamic journal compared to the public scientific journal), from the interview, it was stated that the availability of nationally accredited religious-journals was widely available. But however, as what has been felt by the academicians in MM-University the availability of international-journals to accommodate religious research is still less, this has an impact on lecturers in the religious-department in finding references to international-journal studies. In addition, these publications have not yet been accommodated by the LP2M. Consequently, not all but only a few of the research studies are published because of the limited quota of resources meant to deal with this matter. The management of the journal-home (initiated by the Head of the Library) and its sustainability is still not formally inaugurated by the university, the legality of the journal-home is still separate from LP2M even though it has become a gathering place for writers and a home for academicians to write scientific-work.

3) Reduction in the lecturer-student ratio. In order of the postgraduate managed WCU, it had an impact on reducing the teaching schedule for lecturers, resulted lecturer-student ratio in writing. The slow progress of the doctoral-program due to the level of office-grade-position turned out to be urgent in the professorship program because on an average the teaching staff who were proposed to be professors were in the grade of group IV civil servants and mostly at IV/c (the highest grade being IV/e). Every faculty had to contribute its human resources to reach the target determined by the university-leader. Therefore, a special plan emerged to recruit lecturers during the WCU memoratorium but must remain as needed to increase the lecturer-student ratio in scientific-writing.

4) Matters in human resources management and improvement, include: The basic lecturers’ knowledge and studies (in MMI-University as the Islamic higher education, its lecturers are basically from pure Islamic-studies), in order to go to WCU then the lecturers’ knowledge must be integrated—interconnected into sciences (natural, social, as well as cultural sciences); and English language barriers among human-resources in MM-University.

5) International learning-standard. The curriculum that must be integrated with Islamic-values, include: international class management in faculty of Tarbiyah (Arabic term for “education”), integrated curriculum of Islamic values (based on Islamic Al-Qur’an—Hadits) and international-curriculum standard, in process for information-technology (IT) updates for public & globally access available in English and Arabic language.

6) Less availability of internal auditors for faculty’s quality control: There must be faculty’s-quality-controllers who are in the stage process of implementing WCU project. The process of forming a team of auditors, and the percentage of study-programs those have been standardised internationally.

Response & Efforts (strategies used) towards WCU Implementation

1) Financial planning and allocation management: Cooperation with foreign countries runs smoothly in almost every faculty at the time of funding from the government, so when there is a transfer of funds, management of internal—external cooperation with other institutions both inside country and other countries (overseas) become important things that the university pays attention to; to continue the cooperation program with universities abroad, then survival with existing funds. Besides that, lecturers make training independently without special-budget, and carry out journal-home for research centre. In the context of accelerating lecturers to achieve professorship degrees program carried out by universities, one of them is by providing funds for international-conferences and publishing journals for lecturers who are in the process of completing the professorship program.

2) Increasing the quality, the number of researchers, and researches’ facilities, include: a) Mastery of basic science and technology; b) Learning and community service activities; c) Disseminating research results through scientific communication media; d) Journal of international reputation: Journal of Islamic Architecture. Two journals for the publication of research and one journal for the results of community service; e) Knowledge and experience sharing, training, workshops, sharing, discussions, access to national and international-journals, journal house facilities, and giving rewards; f) A collaboration of a university’s library and rumah jurnal (journal-home).
To foster the enthusiasm of lecturers to write and also become a gathering place for academicians who want to discuss their research, library and journal-home hold supporting activities including: discussion and sharing, namely the initiative of lecturers to hold weekly discussions to talk about how fellow lecturers write and can translucent to internationally accredited journals. Knowledge and experience sharing is carried out by presenting resource-persons from various countries, exchanging ideas, so that lecturers become familiar with international reputable journals. The existence of this journal-home fosters the enthusiasm of lecturers trying to publish their studies in journals because it is supported by many factors, including: training, workshops, sharing, discussions, access to national and international-journals, room-facilities and office-tools in the journal-home, also giving rewards for lecturers whose work has published in journal indexed SCOPUS. The journal-home also holds a research data-bank, all research outputs managed by the lecturers are stored in the journal-home.

3) Management of lecturing, include: In order to meet the target to achieve WCU and at the same time to improve the knowledge of lecturers, professor acceleration funds are provided for professor programs. Those who are completing the professorship program receive support for the acceleration of scientific-work and got reduced teaching-load. The management of the lecturer’s teaching schedule for the acceleration of professors is carried out to support the smooth running their education to reach professorship. Each faculty contributes for providing human-resources to achieve the targets set by university leaders. LPM makes a contribution as a place for a consultation to manage the workload of lecturers. This indicated the cooperation between academicians and each faculty in university.

4) Human resources improvement and empowerment with international-standard: In order to reach WCU, mastery of English as an international language, makes MMI-university concentrate on improving the English language skills of office staff and educators. This was happily welcomed by academicians. This was carried out through training that was previously carried out on a mapping strategy to improve language skills, then the departure of human-resources training (in collaboration with international-scale English training courses, domestically and abroad, namely in Bali and Malaysia). Activities undertaken to achieve international-standards include: bilingual program (English & Arabic) in lecturing, funds for international-journal needs and journals for lecturers of completing a professorship–program, and English-courses for human-resources both academicians and staff-officers. The university also encourages and does lecturers’ selection to attend international-conferences and provides funds for international-conferences and journal publications.

5) Achieving an international of look with still maintaining Islamic values: The science developed at MMI-University follows the theoanthropocentric paradigm that pays attention to universal human values and is based on Al-Qur’an and As-Sunnah. The principle is to maintain the good traditions (turats) and take-up the new better practice (al-muhafadat-ala- I-Qadim-as-Salih wa ‘I-akhzu-bi- ‘i-jadid-al-Aslah). Therefore, the programs made and developed by university are educational activities those cannot be separated from Islamic-religion. Some programs were made towards globalisation with still maintaining the Islamic-values, as like: the “Ulul-Albab curriculum” (along with Kerangka-Kualifikasi-Nasional-Indonesia [KKNI], and continue maintaining MMI-University’s curriculum with integrated paradigm). This curriculum integrated between the secular-sciences and Islamic-knowledge from Qur’an–Hadits. Implementing the Islamic-studies curriculum in the lecture system with an integration–interconnection of paradigm between secular-sciences and Islamic-philosophy of knowledge (Islamic-science, Islamic-framework) by: Tafsir Al-Qur’an (Qur’an-memorisation); intensive learning of Arabic and English; Islamic boarding-house program (Ma’had) for MMI-University’s college-students, and the Islamic-standard namely Ulul-Albab (Arabic terms means “people who have multi-layered brains”) curriculum.

6) Pilot-projects for the international class program (ICP): When receiving a WCU mandate, the university re-evaluates the ICP that has been applied before. MMI-University also achieved an international-cognition (ICP and AUN-QA [Asean-University-Network-Quality-Assurance], in process). There is a special test.
for students who pass the ICP selection. After students entering the first semester, there is a follow-up test, namely language-skills-test and academic-potential-test (in quality performance standards for international test-book projects). The lecture consists of three stages including the incubation cycle, initiation cycle, and maturity cycle which will be carried out until the seventh semester. The incubation period is the pre-international-class stage, namely internalisation and habituation of communication with international-languages, thus requiring lecturers to be able to deliver material in English. Diplomas are also published in three languages, namely Indonesian, Arabic, and English, accompanied by a certificate accompanying the diploma.

7) In the process of forming auditors-team for faculty’s quality control, it was done by: Forming a quality assurance unit in each faculty to supplement the university’s efforts to improve human resources as the member of organisation, ICP evaluation in one of the faculties (Tarbiyah faculty) which is considered successful to become one of the standards for ICP development in other faculties. Evaluation is carried out according to the department’s performance indicators. It is also shown that the measurement document of the department’s performance indicator instrument is prepared in detail both from the instrument itself and also an explanation of the scoring procedure. ICP evaluation in one of the faculties (Tarbiyah-Faculty) that is considered successful; to become one of the standards of ICP development in other faculties. The learning evaluation system is carried out every four years or adjustments to new government regulations that have an impact on changing course codes and so on with certain mechanisms.

**The Dynamic of Efforts in Response the Change and Challenges**

Various efforts were undertaken by MMI-University as an Islamic-University towards globalisation, carrying out the mandate from MORA to become PTAIN with a global-standard while maintaining Islamic-characteristics and values. In order to maintain the Islamic-values, MMI-University has developed curriculum called “Akmutu-Ulul-Albab” then developed indicators into a standard.

The reasoning for MMI-University becoming WCU is the recognition that the international-standard for an institution is measured by using the parameters of progress and achievements. For a university, the parameters include academic human resources, developed research, graduates needed by the market, scientific work published, benefits for the public, and other academic achievements. To be able to reach this goal, some traditions and values that need to be developed such as discipline, a strong work ethic, skills, commitment, objective, and passion for knowledge.

Organisational-change and movement in facing globalisation is drawn in the following figure (Figure 2) that explains the dynamics related to the university’s efforts to address the changes and challenges faced.

---

**Figure 2. The Dynamics of Organisational-Resilience at MMI-University**
It shows that the actions and responses of MMI-University towards attaining the WCU faced constraints and challenges that caused limitations in carrying out the programs or plans conducted by it at this pilot project stage. In the midst of many problems with limitations faced by MMI-University in the context of implementing WCU-project, including financial-problem, challenges of managing international-standard programs, resources, institutional-sustainability in managing programs, and maintaining the Islamic-values, it is necessary to have resilience so that they can rise from the pressures, crises, and problems at hand. It was understood from the interviews, even though MORA had given the mandate to the university to attain an international-standard, yet the government’s commitment for budgetary-support was still low after some years. The government’s policy took over the funding in the middle of MMI-University’s efforts to optimise their research products caused constraints for its research and publications.

The sustainability of the journal-home has not been formalised by the university yet. It is still not on legally firm ground as it is not connected with the LP2M though it has become a centre scientific-work by academicians. The library becomes place to implement to anchor it. To add to their knowledge in the sphere of writing scientific-papers, the lecturers themselves took initiative to learn together during semester breaks, they scheduled training sessions for themselves. The lecturers enthusiastically consulted with their colleagues in the journal-home. Besides, MMI-University also has shown willingness to learn research publication through consultation with other universities who have reached the WCU-status. Programs based-innovation was done in order to implement WCU project as the related targets to be achieved by MMI-University in the mid of fund limitation.

Discussion

This chapter discusses organisational-resilience in Islamic higher-education: challenges faced in moving towards globalisation namely the challenges faced by MMI-University as the Islamic higher-education, how to survive, and overcome. It is the organisational-resilience that enables an organisation to cope with the challenges and obstacles those encounters. Aspects of organisational-resilience include an organisation’s ability to do the following: change with minimal friction in times of changing contexts by showing due flexibility and plasticity; withstand sudden shocks; and return to the desired balance, both the previous and the new, while still maintaining the continuity of their operations (de Carvalho et al., 2016). Lengnick-Hall, Beck, & Lengnick-Hall (2011) found that the resilience of organisation actions in overcoming a disruptive threat by combining knowledge, skills, ability, and the routines performed. The ability to overcome difficulties and respond to situations and environmental conditions will be needed in this case of Islamic-university.

According to Salmi (2009), for educational-institutions, positive results with regard to global flows require resources (funding, ideas, students, and academic-staff). Without these, they may not be able to survive internationally. The importance of funding in this regard also aligns with what has been stated by Salmi (2009). This has forced the state’s institutions of higher-education to re-examine their missions. In addition, these pressures have forced the government to walk some distance, especially with regard to allocate funding available for tertiary education and to re-examine their commitments and expectations from their institutions of higher-education (Salmi, 2009). Zhou (2017) mentioned that the government’s investment is very important for the development of higher-education. But it takes generations of academics to build a WCU.

The policies from government and practices of multi-academic sponsors determine the autonomy of the academic community in the chain of the system (Salokangas & Chapman, 2014). Consequently, the autonomy level of the academic-community varies significantly. One striking feature of the situation in China is the level of commitment shown by both parties, i.e., the government and the institutions concerned to attain the WCU-status government also contributed in terms of supportive-policies and impressive-investment for WCU. This was experienced MMI-University in early year after the WCU-mandate, the budgetary issues and other matters have not been felt yet because the other support received from MORA towards the policy to make Islamic-universities gain an international reputation. But lately years namely
at 2016 they faced funding-cut problem, that impacted in many aspects. On the other hand, to keep moving forward in pursuing WCU, the university has to handle it itself and deal with it. Considering the conditions in Indonesia with all its bureaucracy, in order to survive to maintain its WCU ideals, the impact is that universities themselves must be financially independent and the ability to invest is important, without taking too much of the government budget and subsidies, the existing subsidies must be allocated. Effectively on investments that contribute to increased competitiveness, such as multiplied research grants and increased foreign cooperation (Murdowo, 2018).

This is important not only from a financial perspective but also because it leads to high moral and enthusiasm among those working on the frontline. By strengthening its research capacity, university could make appropriate changes to the way they collaborated with their international partners. Previously, this collaboration and international exchange were mostly limited to the exchange of personnel and information (Zhou, 2017).

However, amid the funding problem, the academic community is still trying to maintain and foster among the lecturers the spirit of writing and publishing their works. The solution is the establishment of a journal-home to accommodate the researchers. The lecturers are being encouraged to publish their research and then transform it into articles that comply with international-publication-standards. When mild stress affects organisations due to a change, it needs their organisational-members to respond quickly and effectively to the change (Linnios, Mazzarol, Ghadouani, & Schilizzi, 2014). To cope with such problems, MMI-University was helped by its journal-home (rumah-jurnal) which has developed a platform called repository research to collect the research data (inputs–outputs) from all researchers. This initiative came from the library director for research management and the lecturers appreciated this program.

From the research results it was found that the existence of this journal-home fosters the enthusiasm of lecturers to try to publish their studies in journals. Furthermore, there is rewards for lecturers whose work published in SCOPUS. Tierney (2014) wrote that the reward structure is also directed at achieving university’s goals who want to reach WCU. When rewards are clearly formulated, it will create a sense in individuals about what they have to do to achieve these goals. In this regard, the success in publishing scientific papers in SCOPUS-indexed-journals is one of the strong aspects of achieving WCU-standards. Any strategy at the level of institution to build a WCU needs strong leadership, a firm vision regarding the institution’s mission and goals, and clear strategic-planning that is articulated to translate the vision into targets and concrete programs (Salmi, 2009). These values emphasise the importance of developing an individual’s working competence in an organisation and helping them to get work-satisfaction (Kusumaputri et al., 2014). In this case, the academic community works together to appreciate their journals’ publication.

However, the journal-home initiative became a means to gather and share experiences. There is an awareness (an attitude that helps change) among academicians with regard to the global competition they face. This follows what was stated by Horne & Orr (1998) about individuals who, as a part of a system, take the perspective to keep moving as changes take place in the whole system in their organisation. Such resilient individuals in the organisation can make a difference as their collective action can create an organisational-resilient response. For example, with regard to the declaration of the WCU-project, a university in China decided that it must meet the standards regarding scientific, technical, and human resources, and started to offer a series of advanced degree programs (Choi, 2010; Zhou, 2017).

To be resilient despite limited funds, MMI-University organised a volunteering program for getting help for the LP2M regarding data collection and field research such as helping in the community service program and related research. For example, it is the volunteering program of the kuliah-kerja-nyata (KKN) or community service program and praktik-kerja-lapangan (PKL) or professional-placement-practice. The volunteers (at KKN) who were involved in the program received substitutions instead of material-things.

Cooperation between individuals in the form of a revitalisation movement was initiated by academicians, i.e. as for the curriculum,
according to Islamic-teachings is summarised in the target and process (goal-setting) of university, namely the development roadmap which is the stabilization of “Integration of Islam and Science” Program, resulted in Ulul-Albab Curriculum. They have successfully made integration-interconnection of sciences and Islamic-values as MMI-University as the university-based-religion. This likely written by Dunn (2020) took from Rafastari that community under religious-organization can globally competitive although they still maintain their ideology. This can be inferred as the creative resilience effort in the context of globalisation that requires support from individual, national, and regional units (in his study, Dunn called it as the globalisation from within). MMI-University and its members as a whole system can maintain their Islamic identity and characteristic even as they compete internationally.

Challenges that arise from within the organisation are related to the absence of controllers of faculty-quality. The solution provided by the WCU-team concerned was to propose and strive for the university to form a quality-assurance-unit in each faculty to supplement the university’s efforts to improve human-resources. Additionally, the WCU-team will provide an IT application to make sure all standards are applied to and fulfilled in each faculty. To overcome this matter, the evaluation of ICP in one of the faculties (Tarbiyah) that was considered successful was made the benchmark for the development of ICP in other faculties. The evaluation of each department is in accordance with the respective study program’s performance indicators.

Choi (2010) pointed to a similar case vis-a-vis the Yanbian–University. When they experienced exponential growth in registrations, faculties, and facilities, considering that time was right to move to meet global-standards. However, despite real optimism among the campus community, being a minority campus, experienced significant challenges. Most of these challenges probably came from the university’s dual function, which, on the one hand, was to maintain their traditional mission to preserve the ethnic characters and serve the resident community and, on the other, was to deal with their new mission regarding mainstreaming their institution and graduates (Choi, 2010).

To manage the WCU-program, the number of lecturers had to be reduced. The challenges related to the lecturers–students ratio also became a problem for MMI-University as it had a negative impact on productivity of scientific journal writing. The lecturers’ scientific integration was done because on average the lecturers at MMI-University were basically recruited on civil science to work on the WCU-project and were finally integrated into the science faculty (vice versa). Their scientific integration was done through organising training for lecturers.

The LP2M contributed to the program as a consultation home for the faculties to manage their lecturers’ workloads. As per a study by Chewning, Lai, & Doerfel (2012), the resilience of organisations is their overall direction determined by their members who work together. Organisational-resilience needs the various dimensions of ability and adaptability formed by the organisation.

MMI-University’s IT upgradation is still in progress to meet all the standards that apply to each faculty. The reports and data on MMI-University’s achievements is in process to be systemically collected. This work is still in progress for the preparation of the Accreditation of Higher-education Institutions, includes several aspects such as cooperation, research, scientific-work, and journals. In addition, the university’s academic administration department under the Bureau of Academic Administration, University Students Affairs and Cooperation, has provided, archived, and reported the entire set of academic-data and academic-documents in a detailed and systematic manner. This data has also been arranged semester-wise.

The results of the present study have revealed the continuous efforts undertaken in improving the quality, resilience, and competitiveness in the global world. One such effort was the successful transformation of the institution from a faculty to a separate university within a few years. Based on the findings of this study, alterations at the individual level also become a determinant of successful change. They have done efforts to enhance the management, academic-community’s knowledge and skills, international-curriculum standardisation, and internal and external cooperation with overseas-institutions were found to be continuously.
encouraged. Further, these efforts were inseparable from the challenges faced both internally and externally, e.g. policies related to funding, time length duration of study, running the integrative curriculum of religion-based curriculum and secular subjects, and other matters related to the management of Islamic-University vis-a-vis WCU. Although the institution encountered many challenges, the efforts of those concerned indicated their adaptability to remain steadfast in difficult situations. This is indicative of organisational-resilience.

CONCLUSION

MMI-University has experienced several improvements in terms of the applicants enrolled, the graduates, GPA-values of the graduates, the number of books and journals published, and the number of accredited study programs. The university’s organisational-resilience has been manifested though it is not optimal yet in terms of the situation of an IHEI (or PTKI) becoming a WCU. MMI-University integrated-interconnected the curriculum between sciences and religion, they have successfully implemented the Ulil-Albab Curriculum. Some external-cooperations done by MMI-University to reach WCU include: (1) Presenting expert-lecturers from overseas countries, (2) Participation of MMI-University’s lecturers to teach in one university in Egypt, (3) International of look at cooperation in the form of joint activities with several universities at international level, (4) Organising cooperation with industry and relevant institutions for capacity building in science and technology, (5) English training for academics and university’s staff-officers. In addition, ensuring the curriculum development and standardisation, providing facilities and infrastructure matched with international-standards including multilingual (four languages i.e. Indonesian, English, Arabic, and Chinese) information about the university on its website and carrying out the website’s evaluation. This will greatly read in getting the information related to MMI-University through the internet, Bahasa Indonesia represents the mother tongue of most of the residents of Indonesia (also university’s location), Arabic represents the language of Al-Qur'an, i.e., the holy book of Islam, English represents the global language, and Mandarin represents the language used by the largest population in the world today. Further, given the foreign language, constraints the empowerment and development of human resources to measure up to the international-standard has been a challenge. Currently, the academic community of MMI-University is in the process of implementing their plans that have been made to reach their target of becoming a WCU. Despite encountering many challenges, the efforts that emerged indicated MMI-University’s adaptability to remain steadfast in difficult situations (resilience). Currently, the university’s academic community is in the process of running/implementing their strategic-plans to reach WCU and the target to compete globally as the Islamic-University vis-à-vis globalisation.
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